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Abstract

Robert Bartels was one of marketing’s most prolific scholars. His research covered a broad array of marketing to
including the marketing-as-a-science debate, theory, metatheory, the nature and scope of marketing, credit
management, international marketing, comparative marketing, macromarketing, and marketing education, amon
others. Bartels’s most significant and enduring contribution, however, was his fifty years of ongoing research, from
dissertation to last publication, in the area with which his name became synonymous—The History of Marketing
Thought. Although not without criticism, no other work provides such a long view of marketing’s past and wide sw
of its subdisciplines. By tracing the history of marketing thought in the twentiethcentury American academy, Bart
nurtured the interest in marketing’s heritage and established a common knowledge base for generations of marke
students. Robert Bartels’s academic contributions to the marketing discipline are numerous and varied. He wrote
books and articles on credit management, international marketing, and comparative marketing. Passionate about
teaching, he wrote articles on improving marketing education. He also made frequent and significant contribution
the literature in the areas of marketing as a science, the nature and scope of marketing, marketing principles, mar
theory, and metatheory in marketing. Bartels received many prestigious awards for his scholarship; in 1977, his ar
“Macromarketing” (Bartels 1977) earned the Journal of Marketing’s Harold H. Maynard Award, named after his
mentor, for its contribution to marketing thought and theory. His book Marketing Theory and Metatheory (Barte
1970a) received the Paul D. Converse Award in 1981 for its contribution to the advancement of the science of
marketing. The focus of the present article, because it affected Bartels’s thinking during his entire academic caree
influenced much of his writing in other areas, and represents his greatest intellectual contribution, is the work wit
which Bartels’s name has become synonymous—
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